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 On 19 February 2012, the album was certified gold in Mexico for sales of 75,000 units. Track listing Personnel Daddy
Yankee – songwriting, vocals Tito "El Bambino" Vásquez – songwriting, arrangements Selena Quintanilla – songwriting Andres
Curiel – arrangements Gustavo Sánchez – arrangements Juan Carlos Torreblanco – recording engineer Miguel Angel Garibay –

recording engineer Andrés Torres – recording engineer Samuel Muriel – mixing Andy Wallace – mixing assistant Fernando
Garibay – mixing assistant Frank Olinsky – mastering Charts Weekly charts Year-end charts Certifications Release history See

also List of number-one Billboard Top Latin Albums from the 2010s References Category:2012 albums Category:Daddy
Yankee albums Category:Albums produced by Gustavo Santaolalla Category:Albums produced by Juan Carlos Torreblanco

Category:Albums produced by Tato Records Category:Spanish-language albums Category:Sony Music Latin albums
Category:Albums recorded at Westlake Recording StudiosQ: Pandas - dummify an entire dataframe using concat I have a df
with a list of people and a list of 1-5 grades with each grade representing whether or not a person was an excellent, good, fair,

poor, or terrible. This means that at least one person in the df has all 5 grades. I am trying to make one df with all the grades and
the rest of the people in the df. The first column in the df should be the person's name, and the next column should be their
grade. Right now I have this code: import pandas as pd # Create a list of people and grades people = ['Bob', 'Hank', 'Stacie',

'Angela', 'Terry', 'Kim'] grades = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] # Define a function that takes one person and returns a dictionary def
grade_dict(person): grades = {'excellent': 1, 'good': 2, 'fair': 3, 'poor': 4, 'terrible 82157476af
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